**Recommended Websites and Actions**

**www.StopTheCrime.net**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Watch</th>
<th>Iron Mountain: Blueprint for Tyranny - Documentary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Read</td>
<td>Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read</td>
<td>NWO Plans Exposed by Insider in 1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALERT</td>
<td>NASA WAR PLANS - on CONUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watch</td>
<td>Resonance - Beings of Frequency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Print out flyer- What is SENOMYX? They Add it to many Beverages and Foods... Let’s Not Consume This.

**www.refusesmartmeters.com**

- Watch the “Technocracy” - Video by Patrick Wood
- Read Ft. Meade Army Documents - The Grid Is Weaponized - Electronic Warfare (Electro Magnetic Pulsed Weapons)

**www.ToxicSky.org**

- Listen to Dr. Bill Deagle’s Interview
- Watch What In the World are They Spraying
- Watch Genocide from the Sky

**www.SmartMetersMurder.com**

- Watch - Radiation: The Silent War Against You
- Barrie Trower/Scientist - Frequency Dangers - 1,000's of Studies - New Cold War Using Frequencies
- Utilities have teamed up with ICLEI - International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives - ICLEI = U.N. Agenda 21 plans to take “all” individual rights and property rights away & reduce the population
- Watch Conferences and Listen to Interview with Alex Jones

Print out flyer- What is SENOMYX? They Add it to many Beverages and Foods... Let’s Not Consume This.

**www.ToxicDrinkingWater.org**

Fluoride is a poison... Let’s not drink it!
Check Website For Sonoma County Calendar of Events

**Senate Report 93-549 (1973)**

We (all U.S. citizens) are the enemy - as long as the White House maintains the National Emergency we remain classified as the "enemies of the state".
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We (all U.S. citizens) are the enemy - as long as the White House maintains the National Emergency we remain classified as the "enemies of the state".

"To Believe The Unimaginable, Move Into a New Reality, Manage the Unthinkable When So Many Others Are Unaware, Is the Challenge of Our Time" D.T.
"For we are opposed around the world by a monolithic and ruthless conspiracy that relies on covert means for expanding its sphere of influence--on infiltration instead of invasion, on subversion instead of elections, on intimidation instead of free choice, on guerillas by night instead of armies by day. It is a system that has conscripted vast human and material resources into the building of a tightly knit, highly efficient machine that combines military, diplomatic, intelligence, economic, scientific and political operations."

John F. Kennedy - SPEECH

"Who controls the food supply controls the people; who controls the energy can control whole continents; who controls money can control the world."

Henry Kissinger

The following excerpt comes from a lecture in N.Y.C. in Winter of 1994.

"Therefore, 1995 will be the year where massive doses of electronic mind control programming, thought intrusion and brain/biogenetic manipulations will commence scale. These projects are no longer experimental. They are fully operation "field testing" is over! The whole arsenal of frequencies will be unleashed on the USA, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, and Mexico as part of Stage 1 of the First Protocol, (to include) Woodpecker, Buzzsaw, VideoDrome, Subliminals*, Sonic Pulses. Holograms, Visions, Voices and strange Psychokinetic phenomena. Beware of TV's, computers, movies, radios and phones! Also books, magazines, newspapers, printed advertisements and posters will also contain the encrypted hidden subliminal holograms. * In addition to the obvious programming of commercial, consumerism and marketing reason behind all the subliminals and electronically compressed information in movies, commercial television, Hollywood videos, radio and telephones - and now encrypted in printed matter, affect the brains neural networks and functions through select frequencies and their harmonics to diminish the Will, Individuality and Creativity of the Individual. Furthermore, the protocols intended to give, in essence, the commands of "Obey the Law", "Do Not Question Authority Government is Your God", "Do As You Are Told" and "God is talking to you". - Also, erratic thoughts of Anger, Fear, Depression, and wanton Sexuality are also included. This causes utter confusion in individuals who don't know where these strange thoughts are coming from -Now you do. They have told you its coming."

- The goal of the Wildlands Project is to set aside approximately fifty (50) percent of the North American continent as "wild land" for the preservation of biological diversity.

The project seeks to do this by creating "reserve networks" across the continent. Reserves are made up of the following:
- Cores, created from public lands such as National Forest and Parks
- Buffers, often created from private land adjoining the cores to provide additional protection
- Corridors, a mix of public and private lands usually following along rivers and wildlife migration routes
- The primary characteristics of core areas are that they are large (100,000 to 25 million acres), and allow for little. If any, human use.
- The primary characteristics of buffers are that they allow for limited human use so long as they are "managed with native biodiversity as a preeminent concern." 
- Moral and ethical guidelines for the Wildlands Project are based on the philosophy of Deep Ecology.
- All life (human and non-human) has equal value.
- Resource consumption above what is needed to supply "vital" human needs is immoral.

Human population must be reduced
- Western civilization must radically change present economic, technological, and ideological structures.
- The Wildlands Project itself is supported by hundreds of groups working towards its long-term implementation. Implementation may take 100 years or more.
- The Wildlands Project has received millions of dollars in support from wealthy private and corporate foundations such as the Turner Foundation, Patagonia, www.StopTheCrime.net

We are being Forced, Co-opted and Tricked into a Fascist/Nazi Police State - Everywhere on EARTH, under a New World Order!